BORDER CLOSURES MAY NOT BE LEGAL AND WON'T STOP SPREAD

Professors Y.Y. Brandon Chen and Jamie Liew (Law): Canada announced unprecedented measures this week to restrict the movement of people across our borders as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Affected by this ban are many foreign nationals who live in Canada but had temporarily left the country. ... (QUOi Media, reprinted Hill Times, Toronto Star)

Full text →

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE PANDEMIC CURVE FLATTENS?

Dr. Michael Wolfson in the Globe and Mail: Our governments are only now
recognizing that successfully flattening the epidemic curve means that we could be self-isolating for more than just a month or two. Planning for the phase after—the time we begin relaxing the social distancing measures—can and should start happening now ...

Full text →

uOTTAWA LAB PUTTING 3D PRINTERS TO USE IN CRISIS

The Centre for Entrepreneurship and Engineering Design is heeding the call to help front line healthcare workers by using its 3D printers to manufacture vital personal protective equipment. (CBC News)

Full text →

POLICE ENFORCEMENT OF SOCIAL DISTANCING?

CHLPE professors have contributed their expertise on the legal dimension as the media has looked at the possibility (now reality) of police enforcement of social distancing.

Professor Martha Jackman quoted in Coronavirus: How is Canada planning to enforce mandatory self-isolation? (Global News)

Professor Martha Jackman quoted in "An extreme last resort": Police reluctant to ticket, arrest COVID-19 rule-breakers (CBC News)
Professor Colleen M. Flood quoted in *Ottawa resists emergency powers as provinces present patchwork fight against COVID-19* (Toronto Star)

**CHLPE MEMBERS FAST-TRACK COVID-19 RESEARCH**

The Government of Canada released rapid funding for research on COVID-19 through the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR). Among the projects that secured funding were two directed by CHLPE faculty:

**Professor Patrick Fafard (Social Sciences)**

*Senior public health leadership during the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak: Comparative approaches to mitigating the spread of infectious disease and its social consequences in Canada and abroad*

**Dr. Kumanan Wilson (Medicine)**

*Canada's response to COVID-19 in the context of the International Health Regulations (2005) and its opportunity to lead in global health security: A policy analysis*

**GENERAL COVID-19 RESOURCES**

Quick links to some of the main COVID-19 pages for fast updates and more in-depth information in Canada, the U.S., and globally:

- Government of Canada
- Government of Ontario
- Government of Quebec
- City of Ottawa
- City of Toronto

https://mailchi.mp/58b5396ab23a/newsletter-18-march-4429730?e=[UNIQID]
LES FERMETURES DE FRONTIÈRES POURRAIENT BIEN ÊTRE ILLÉGALES ET NE FREINENT PAS LA PROPAGATION DU VIRUS

Les professeurs Y.Y. Brandon Chen et Jamie Liew (Droit) : « Canada announced unprecedented measures this week to restrict the movement of people across our borders as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Affected by this ban are many foreign nationals who live in Canada but had temporarily left the country. [...] » (QUOi Media)

Texte intégral (en anglais) →

QUE SE PASSE-T-IL APRÈS L’APLATISSEMENT DE LA COURBE DE LA PANDÉMIE ?

Dr Michael Wolfson dans le Globe and Mail : « Our governments are only now recognizing that successfully flattening the epidemic curve means that we could be self-isolating for more than just a month or two. Planning for
the phase after—the time we begin relaxing the social distancing measures—can and should start happening now [...] »

Texte intégral (en anglais) →

The Centre for Entrepreneurship and Engineering Design is heeding the call to help front line healthcare workers by using its 3D printers to manufacture vital personal protective equipment. (CBC News)

Texte intégral (en anglais) →

L’INTERVENTION DE LA POLICE POUR FAIRE RESPECTER LA DISTANCIATION SOCIALE

Les professeurs du CDPÉS ont apporté leur expertise quant à la dimension juridique d’une intervention de la police pour faire respecter la distanciation sociale, une question soulevée par les médias.

La professeure Martha Jackman est citée dans Coronavirus: How is Canada planning to enforce mandatory self-isolation? (Global News)

La professeure Martha Jackman est citée dans 'An extreme last resort': Police reluctant to ticket, arrest COVID-19 rule-breakers (CBC News)

La professeure Colleen M. Flood est citée dans Ottawa resists emergency powers as provinces present patchwork fight against COVID-19 (Toronto...
LES MEMBRES DU CDPÉS ACCÉLÈRENT LA RECHERCHE SUR LA COVID-19

Le gouvernement du Canada a promptement débloqué un fonds pour la recherche sur la COVID-19 par l’intermédiaire des Instituts de recherche en santé du Canada (IRSC). Parmi les projets qui ont obtenu un financement, deux de ceux-ci sont dirigés par des membres du corps professoral du CDPÉS :

Le professeur Patrick Fafard (Sciences sociales)

*Senior public health leadership during the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak: Comparative approaches to mitigating the spread of infectious disease and its social consequences in Canada and abroad*

Dr Kumanan Wilson (Médecine)

*Canada’s response to COVID-19 in the context of the International Health Regulations (2005) and its opportunity to lead in global health security: A policy analysis*

RESSOURCES GÉNÉRALES

Voici des liens directs menant à certaines des principales pages web portant sur la COVID-19 pour accéder aux plus récentes mises à jour et des informations plus approfondies sur la situation au Canada, aux États-Unis et dans le monde :

**Gouvernement du Canada**

Gouvernement de l'Ontario
Gouvernement du Québec
Ville d'Ottawa
Ville de Toronto
Ville de Montréal
Ville de Vancouver
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, É.-U)
World Health Organization (OMS)
Johns Hopkins – Coronavirus Resource Center
Johns Hopkins – Center for Health Security
STAT (un site d'informations de premier plan aux É.-U. traitant des sciences de la santé)
U Minnesota Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy